Model Release
Statement of Understanding & Agreement

Between _____________________________________ (photographer)
And _________________________________________ (model)
I am participating in this project called The Human Form Project on a Time for Photos (TFP) basis. This
means that in return for the time I spend modelling, the photographer will give me edited photographs
that are created during the photo shoot. No remuneration, other than TFP, is expected by me.
I understand that these photos will be taken of me in clothed, semi-nude and nude poses. The nature of
these poses, and the process used to photograph them, has been explained and illustrated in the
introductions given by the photographer at his website www.gioklik.com . I have read the information,
and have asked questions I deemed pertinent during the face-to-face conversation held prior to the
photo shoot.
If I post, publish or present the photos in some way, I agree to attribute the photographer’s name
(Giovanni Vidotto); to create a link to his website (www.gioklik.com ); and to not alter the photos in
any way. I may use the photographs for personal purposes such as inclusion in a portfolio, creation of a
print, posting to social media, sharing with friends, etc.; but I may not sell or trade them for monetary
gain, or use them for commercial purposes (without the photographer’s permission).
I understand that I may not publish any photo to any medium without the photographers express
permission. I understand and agree that the rights to the photographs, including copyright are the sole
property of the photographer. I also understand that I may make prints for myself but may not create
them for associates (friends, relations, etc.). Prints for associates will be done by the photographer for a
fee.
I understand that the photographer will select what he believes to be the best photos for distribution to
me. I also understand and agree that these photos will be used by the photographer for publication in
various media including his web sites. For example, this may include publication in photographic
journals, social media, gallery showings, photographic competitions, books and magazine publication,
sale of prints, and other publication vehicles that the photographer may choose.
The photographer may use, reuse, publish and republish the photographs; combine the photographs
with text; and edit the photographs with digital processing software. I release the photographer from
any liability arising from any use of the photographs or any changes or modifications made to them.
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I understand and agree that within three days I may block publication of the photographs created during
the shoot by purchasing the ones that Giovanni Vidotto has selected for editing from the gallery of
favourite photos. I agree to pay the fee of $1000 for this service. Otherwise, I understand and agree
that I may not block publication of any photos to any medium.
I understand that my first and last name will be kept confidential when posting to social media, unless I
give permission. I also understand that any details of my participation during the photo shoot will be
kept confidential.
I acknowledge that I am of full legal age (19 years) and have the right to contract in my own name. If I
am 18 years old I understand that I can legally participate in The Human Form Project but that I cannot
contract in my own name, and must have a parent or guardian co-sign the model release.
I have provided photo identification of my age. It may include my driver’s license, my health services
card, passport, birth certificate or other form of legal photo identification. I do not hold the
photographer liable for any injury, physical, psychological or social incurred during the photo shoot.

Gioklik Website(s) – (Please initial)
I do _______ OR I do not _______, give permission to Giovanni Vidotto to use my first name with photos
of me on his websites. If declined, I agree ____ that a pseudonym may be used.

Facebook – (Please initial):
Photos published to FB will fall within the community standards of FB. They may include photos in which
frontal and dorsal private areas have been hidden, edited, darkened or removed.
I do _______ OR I do not _______ give permission for Giovanni Vidotto to publish photos of my image to
Face Book.
NOTES:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
I do _______ OR I do not _______ want photos posted to FB to be tagged with my FB name.
If tagging is declined, I do _______ OR I do not _______, give permission to Giovanni Vidotto to use my
first name with the photographs taken of me. If declined, I agree______ that a pseudonym may be
used.
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Demographic Data
Name: (print) _______________________________________________________________
Age: ______
Identification (DL#, PHN#, Passport #): ____________________________________________________
Cell Phone: _______________ E-mail ___________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________ Province: __________ Postal Code: ____________________

Confirmation of Understanding & Agreement
I have read the introductions and viewed the images created within The Human Form Project found at
www.gioklik.com and have clarified questions which I may have had. I have read this model release and
agreement, I am fully familiar with its contents, and I willingly agree with its contents.
This release is binding on me, my spouse, partner or intimate friend, my heirs, and legal representatives.

Photographer Sign Full name: (signature) ___________________________________________________

Model (Or parent/guardian) Sign Full name: (signature)
___________________________________________________________________________________

Signed at (city name and Province) ________________________________________________ on the
_______________________day of ___________________________ 20 ______

If the model has not reached the age of majority (19 years), parent or guardian herby gives their
irrevocable permission to the photographer to use the photographs as outlined above. Parent or
guardian must sign above and PRINT model’s name below.

Model’s Name ______________________________________________________________________
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Date ____________________________________________________

Witness Signature: _________________________________________________________

Witness Name: (print) _______________________________________________________

Post Script: A copy of this model release may be accessed at any time at www.gioklik.com, by clicking
on the “Lounge” menu.
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